INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
neck which are taken to represent gills : and the short time
during which this phenomenon lasts is taken to represent
the long ages in which, aeons ago, our ancestors were fish-
like and breathed under water.1
It is  by an intuitive leap that this not improbable
hypothesis is extended into regions where its probability
is much less.     In man, the stages  representing animal
ancestry are all passed through before birth.   The young
baby is already a human being.   The assumption is made,
however, that he is passing through a stage representing a
very early type of man, and that as he grows older he passes
through stages corresponding with more and more modern
and civilized periods in man's history.   Consequently, the
things which will bring him satisfaction at each stage will
be those things which brought satisfaction to some type of
primitive or savage man.   He will be at one time a hunter
and a nomad, leading (in his play) an independent existence
in gangs or small packs like wolves (hence Baden Powell's
Wolf Cubs—though presumably that name   comes  from
Mowgli).   The type of mental pabulum suitable to his mental
development will therefore most readily be found by bring-
ing him along the story of the ages, giving him the literature
and history first of the very earliest known times, beginning
with myths and passing through sagas to historical periods.
As an educational practice, this plan or a modified form of
it has justified itself by experience and needs no support
1 From the writings of Mr Julian Huxley I gather that often the organs
which belong to one period or stage, and which disappear in the following
stages (as the gills in the frog), do not disappear entirely and utterly
but are cunningly utilized for new functions in the new animal Thus,
the gill slits ol the human embryo become the para-thyroid glands of
the adult man If the Recapitulation Theory is also in any measure
a correct account of the facts in the mental sphere, as it undoubtedly
appears to be to some extent in the physical, then no doubt the natural
way would be, not to repress the instincts and interests of one stage
when another stage is formed, but to modify and redirect them to fulfil
a new purpose As the para-thyroids (essential to man) grow out of the
cow useless gills, so out of the gang spirit, the tnbal urge, in boys may
grow a larger patriotism and a feeling of identity not merely with a little
gang but with humanity Out of the excessive sex instincts of the
adolescent may grow knighthood, poetry, art, religion.
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